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Chapter 1 : , dad, jokes - iFunny :)
We have very funny jokes. Our Top of the best and funniest jokes will make you laugh for a long time. See how far you
can go with a straight face, we dare you ;-).

Enjoy our great collection of best funny corny jokes. Free free to laugh it out loud while reading. What did one
toilet say to the other toilet? You look flushed 2. Why is there a gate around cemeteries? Because people are
dying to get in! Because he was a little shellfish 4. Did you hear about the race between the lettuce and the
tomato? What do you call security guards working outside Samsung shops? Guardians of the Galaxy. Why
does a Moon-rock taste better than an Earth-rock? Why is Peter Pan always flying? Why did the picture go to
jail? Because it was framed! What did the digital clock say to the grandfather clock? Look grandpa, no hands!
Which month do soldiers hate most? The month of March! What do you get when you cross a snowman with a
vampire? What do you call an apology written in dots and dashes? Why did the cookie go to the hospital?
Because he felt crummy Why did Johnny throw the clock out of the window? Because he wanted to see time
fly! Why was the baby strawberry crying? Because his mom and dad were in a jam. What do lawyers wear to
court? What did the tree say to the wind? What did the horse say when he fell? What do they call cans in
Mexico? Why did the scarecrow win an award? Because he was out-standing in his field. Which is the longest
word in the dictionary? When does Friday come before Thursday? In the dictionary How do crazy people go
through the forest? They take the psycho-path. What kind of bird sticks to sweaters? What did the worker at
the rubber band factory say when he lost his job? What did one hat say to another? What did the elder chimney
say to the younger chimney? What do you call a fake noodle? What lights up a soccer stadium? A soccer
match What do you call four bullfighters standing in quicksand? What lies at the bottom of the ocean and
twitches? A nervous wreck Because of his coffin. What did the lawyer name his daughter? What did the cat
say after eating two robins lying in the sun? Why did the barber win the race? Because he took a short-cut.
Where do boats go when they get sick? What pet makes the loudest noise? What is the best day to go to the
beach? Why was the guy looking for fast food on his friend? Because his friend said dinner is on me. Did you
hear the joke about the roof? Because he had no-body to go with. What did the man say to the wall? Why did
the tomato turn red? It saw the salad dressing! What did the janitor say when he jumped out of the closet?
Why did the robber take a bath? Because he wanted to make a clean getaway. What happens if life gives you
melons? What did the judge say to the dentist? Do you swear to pull the tooth, the whole tooth and nothing but
the tooth. Why did the boy tiptoe past the medicine cabinet? Who cleans the bottom of the ocean? What is
heavy forward but not backward? What do you get when you plant kisses? What do you call an alligator in a
vest? What stays in the corner and travels all over the world? What kind of key opens a banana? What do you
call two fat people having a chat? A heavy discussion What dog keeps the best time? Why did the traffic light
turn red? You would too if you had to change in the middle of the street! What did one elevator say to the
other elevator? What do you say when you lose a wii game? I want a wii-match! How do you make an
Octopus laugh? What did the hamburger name his daughter? What kind of egg did the bad chicken lay? What
kind of key opens the door on Thanksgiving? Why did the computer go to the doctor? Because it had a virus!
Why are frogs so happy? They eat whatever bugs them When do you stop at green and go at red? How did the
farmer mend his pants? Why did the man put his money in the freezer? He wanted cold hard cash! What kind
of crackers do firemen like in their soup? What do you call a guy who never farts in public?
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Just make sure the kids are not around while you go through them. But of course the jokes are very funny, so
you might not be able to control your laughter. These nuggets of gold were diligently sourced for and not just
randomly picked. We all love a good joke, especially those ones that can actually be shared with people. Here
goes the list of funniest jokes for adults. Short Funny Jokes For Adults 1. How do you tell if a chick is too fat
to fuck? When you pull her pants down, her ass is still in them 2. What does a woman and Kentucky Fried
Chicken have in common? Because everybody who can run, jump and swim are already in the U. Why is
being in the military like a blow-job? The closer you get to discharge, the better you feel. What do you call a
ninety-year-old man who can still masturbate? What has got two legs and bleeds? What do you call an Afghan
virgin A: Never bin laid on 8. Why is Santa so jolly? Because he knows where all the naughty girls live. How
do you get a nun pregnant? Dress her up as an altar boy. Did you hear about the guy who ran infront of the
bus? He got tired How does a woman scare a gynecologist? By becoming a ventriloquist! How do you get
tickets to the Tampon ? Why are crippled people always picked on? Whats the hardest part about eating a
vegetable? Because his pecker is on his head! Why did the toilet paper roll down the hill? He needed to get to
the bottom! What did the penis say to the condom? Crabs on your organ. Why did the Mafia cross the road?
What did the Alabama sheriff call the black guy who had been shot 15 times? Worst case of suicide he had
ever seen. What kind of bees produce milk? What should you do if your girlfriend starts smoking? And
possibly use a lubricant. Why do women rub their eyes when they get up in the morning? What does a good
bar and a good woman have in common? Liquor in the front and poker in the back! Why does the Easter
Bunny hide Easter eggs? What do you get when you cross the Atlantic Ocean with the Titanic? How do you
embarrass an archaeologist? Give him a used tampon and ask him which period it came from. What do u call a
bunny with a bent dick? What is the difference between oral and anal sex? Oral sex makes your day and Anal
sex makes your whole weak. Slick her hair back she looks The back of my hand. What does a gangbanger
have in common with a soda machine? Why are there only two pallbearers at a homeless guys funeral? There
are only two handles on a garbage can. What do bread and autistic kids have in common? They both have
special needs What did the banana say to the vibrator? Why are YOU shaking? They both suck for four
quarters. How do you get retards out of a tree? What do you call a gang banger behind bars? A rabbi cuts them
off; A priest sucks them off Why did Hitler commit suicide? He got the gas bill. What do you call an anorexic
bitch with a yeast infection? A Quarter Ponder with Cheese. What do priests and Mcdonalds have in common?
They both stick their meat in year-old buns How do you circumcise a hillbilly? Kick his sister in the jaw.
How do you stop a dog from humping your leg? Pick him up and suck on his cock! What is the difference
between ooooooh and aaaaaaah? What is the difference between erotic and kinky? Erotic is using a featherâ€¦.
When does a cub become a boy scout? When he eats his first Brownie. What did the cannibal do after he
dumped his girlfriend? Why do men get their great ideas in bed? A hooker can wash her crack and sell it
again. What do the Mafia and a pussy have in common? How many Emo kids does it take to screw in a
lightbulb? None, they all sit in the dark and cry. How man Sorority girls does it take to screw in a light bulb?
Two, One to screw it in, and one to take a picture. How do you kill a retard? Why did God give men penises?
What do you call a lesbian dinosaur A: When do you kick a dwarf in the balls? When he is standing next to
your miss saying her hair smells nice What does it mean when a man is in your bed gasping for breath and
calling your name? A daughter asked her mother how to spell penis, her mom said you should have asked me
last night it was at the tip of my tongue. What do hockey players and Surrey girls have in common? They both
only change their pads after every third period! What do you call a bookworm who gets eaten by a cannibal?
Why do dwarfs laugh when they play soccer? The grass tickles their balls What do you get when you cross
A-Rod with Chris Brown? A cheater, cheater, woman beater. What is pink, goes in hard and dry and comes
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Very Funny Jokes by Ransford, Sandy and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now
at racedaydvl.com

Why do cows have bells? Special ego massage, please! Minimalism did not make any sense to me until I
began to bald! Son â€” no way.. Son â€” then its done. Then his dad goes to that richest man.. Dad - I want
your daughter to marry my son. Rich man â€” nope Dad: He is the COO of world bank. Rich man â€” then its
done. Then Dad again goes to president of bank. He asked â€” appoint my son the COO of the world bank.
Him â€” Never Dad: Him â€” then its fine. It wants us to send online secure payment to leave our system. I
chose a wrong mentor - what about you? It is true when your boss shares something witty, you must laugh
otherwise he might feel insulted and your promotion can be stopped. So whether they are funny or not,
everyone laughs at them. Boss, you called me? Yes, go to home and make love with your wife. After an hour
,done sir Boss: Do it once more Employee: Very good,here are my car keys, drop my daughter at home. What
a smart and proactive boss. He is so doubtful about his employee or daughter that he makes his worker to tried
before sending his daughter with him. But anyhow it was a funny experience. He tells her the only way she is
leaving work is if she starts her contractions. Are you afraid of dying alone? Become a bus driver. This joke
tells that we all need company to something daring. This joke shows How complicated some relationships are!
It is just like a fat girl who never takes pain to lose weight. What did the cannibal do after he dumped the girl?
Wiped his back because she kicks really hard! One day, a 7 year old boy went to visit his grandmother.
Playing with his toys in her bedroom while grandma was dusting, he looked up and said: I can sit in my
bedroom and watch it all day long. The religious programs makes me feel good and the comedies makes me
laugh. She started adjusting knobs, trying to get it focus. Frustrated, she started hitting the backside of the TV
hoping to fix the problem. One man went to Dr. You need perfect and complete rest. You should have peace
of soul. This are some medicine for your wife. Give her and have some peace of mind. Wife while beating her
husband - Neighbour interrupts Why are you biting this innocent man? Please, he is not innocent. I called him
and the other girl replied - The person you are calling is busy on another.. It is very tough to have love affair
with a person who works in bank. I sent him love letter, he send me back remarks -- "signature different" Once
a sad lady was walking along the beach thinking of the worst state of her life cycle. Her husband asked her for
divorce. As she was walking, she tripped over something in the sand. The woman picked the object up
revealing a lamp. The woman rubbed the lamp and a genie appeared before her. The wished for ten million
appears at the woman feet, some distance away 20 million dollars appears at her husbands feet. The woman
thinks again and makes her second wish, "I wish for a pile of diamonds three feet high! The woman thinks and
thinks, ponders and ponders; finally she says to the genie "Now, whatever I wish for my husband gets double?
Addiction makes you forget every sorrow - My dear brother!! After marriage, she has to hold him to make
love to him. How situations or attitudes change after just marriage. Love converts into revenge, closeness
converts into ignorance and so on. It is human mentality and we have to accept it while readers enjoy it. I just
give them a uncommon smart reply: Their total instinct for gambling is satisfied by marriage. Please lie down,
I need to check you. Okay but call the nurse too. Thing to laugh on: Gone those day when husbands used to
have blind faith their wives. I am feeling so happy while seeing your friend. Yeah, I can see your happiness
through your jeans. Yeah, you must be feeling so funny! But it is true that men are like dogs. Girls always
know their weak point and males get excited when they notice beautiful girls. Although your wife can see your
intentions through your changed behavior, so be cautious! NO Matter who left you a fortune! A mink in her
closet, a jaguar in her garage, a tiger in her bed, and a jackass to pay for it all! He followed them quietly. What
he saw surprised him a lot. Sam ran home and told his Mother Guess what I saw today! And when they were
all having dinner, Sam started.. He asked, "Dear, what are you doing? You came home early" Wife speaks so
gladly. I was forced to do it. I have to obey what my boss told me to do. A boy never worries about the future
until he gets a wife. Some people are really too humorous that they can not stop themselves from making fun
without the fear of losing their jobs. That what waiter is doing in above situation. After getting that reply that
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customer may laugh but chances of getting anger are high. Waiter, do you serve crabs? Please sit down sir, we
serve everyone. That man must be drunk! Yeah, no wife loves that hubby in that way especially you reach
home Late! So better to wash your face and see her face carefully. We are all mature until somebody brings
out the bubble-wrap. I am really crazy for good figure but my heart is in love with food. How do you know if
you are mentally ill? One in 4 people are. You never know the interest of a girl.
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Sandy Ransford has worked both as a children's and adult book editor and for the last ten years has been a freelance
editor, packager and writer of a great number of very successful joke and activity books.

People keep saying that Americans are stupid, but I disagree. Anyone that builds a city 10 meters below sea
level, in a hurricane zone, and fills it with niggers is a fucking genius! Why do more niggers get hit by cars in
the winter? What did the nigger get on his SATs? About a thousand miles of chain and an auctioneer! Why did
the nigger cross the road? I tugged his neck-chain in that direction. He thought he was melting! What did
Lincoln say after a three day drinking binge? You can send the letter back where it came from! What would
you call the Flintstones if they were black? Niggers Why are trees so close in Harlem? Public transportation
What does a nigger and sperm have in common? Only about 1 out of two million actually work There was a
blackout in my neighborhood last night. I had to shoot him before he stole everything. Alive What do a slinky
and a nigger have in common? Did you know Oprah and Stevie Wonder both had the same nick name in
school? It was nigger What would you do if you had enough money to send half the niggers back to africa? He
tried to jump 50 niggers with a steam roller. An africoon nigger goes to the doctor and says, "I feel terrible.
Throw in dead rats and rotting fish. Put a towel over your head and sniff the fumes for three days. Take this
gun, go out and shoot six niggers and a rabbit. Once upon a time, we brought niggers into our country
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Only the best funny jokes and best websites as selected and voted by visitors of Joke Buddha website.

Tonight I dreamt of a beautiful walk on a sandy beach. At least that explains the footprints I found in the cat
litter box this morning. What do you get when you cross-breed a shark and a cow? My wife asked me to pass
her a lip balm. And by mistake, I gave her a tube of Super Glue. How can you tell you have a really bad case
of acne? Of course I should clean my windows. But privacy is important too. Boy complains to his father: You
told me to put a potato in my swimming trunks! You said it would impress the girls at the pool! But you forgot
to mention one thing! That the potato should go in the front. Sometimes it is very important if a sentence was
said by a man or a woman. After a while one elephant says to the other: I sent it right back â€” way too
expensive and really bad quality. Two teenagers, Fred and Joe, meet after school and Fred is all excited: He
told me today that I make people very uncomfortable and have no respect for personal space. I mean, what a
thing to say to a friend? It totally ruined our bath! I get an SMS from my girlfriend: I SMS my girlfriend:
There was a sign saying 25 and everything! It has nothing to do with the speed limit. That is so sweet of you!
Hey, I look like a tree. Wow, I look just like an umbrella. I look exactly like a brain. Man, can we change the
topic please?
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Very Funny Jokes by Sandy Ransford starting at $ Very Funny Jokes has 1 available editions to buy at Alibris.

Please rate funny short jokes by clicking on smiles, so funniest jokes will be also best jokes on our web site! If
you rate joke, joke rating and position will change.. Their standard ballpoint pens would not work in space.
They spent a decade and twelve million dollars designing a pen that would work below three hundred degrees,
in space, and on glass. Russia used a pencil. School jokes The Teacher says to the class: Johnny, do you really
think that you are stupid? No Mrs, I just thought that maybe you are lonely being the only one standing.
Family jokes A father buys a lie detector robot that slaps people when they lie. He decides to test it out at
dinner one night. The father asks his son what he did that afternoon. The son says, "I did some homework.
Mom laughs and says, "Well, he certainly is your son. Who answers my next question, can go home. One boy
throws his bag out the window. Who just threw that? School jokes Little April was not the best student in
Sunday school. Usually she slept through the class. One day the teacher called on her while she was napping,
"Tell me, April, who created the universe? Once again, Johnny came to the rescue and stuck her again. Then
the teacher asked April a third question. School jokes Little Johnny was sitting in class doing math problems
when his teacher picked him to answer a question, "Johnny, if there were five birds sitting on a fence and you
shot one with your gun, how many would be left? If there were three women eating ice cream cones in a shop,
one was licking her cone, the second was biting her cone and the third was sucking her cone, which one is
married? Watson go on a camping trip. After a good dinner, they retire for the night, and go to sleep. Some
hours later, Holmes wakes up and nudges his faithful friend. Astrologically, I observe that Saturn is in Leo.
Horologically, I deduce that the time is approximately a quarter past three. Meteorologically, I suspect that we
will have a beautiful day tomorrow. Theologically, I can see that God is all powerful, and that we are a small
and insignificant part of the universe. What does it tell you, Holmes? What exactly is MATH? Mental Abuse
To Humans The lawyer asks if she would like to play a fun game? The blonde, tired, just wants to take a nap.
Politely she declines and rolls over to the window to catch a few winks. The lawyer persists and explains that
the game is easy and a lot of fun. The lawyer asks the first question. Frustrated, he sends e-mails to all his
friends and coworkers, to no avail. The blonde says, "Thank you," puts her head on the pillow and goes back
to sleep. Kids jokes A three year old walked over to a pregnant lady while waiting with his mother in the
doctors office. He inquisitively ask the lady, "Why is your stomach so big?
Chapter 7 : Good Bad Jokes | Bad Jokes that are Still Really Funny!
Very Funny Clean Jokes for Every Occasion [Bruce Wade] on racedaydvl.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Gathers jokes about marriage, business, lawyers, doctors, politics, taxes, sports, family life, the military.

Chapter 8 : Best Funny Corny Jokes and Cheesy One Liners
Jokes for Kids: A Joke Book Pack (Alien, Monster, Dinosaur, Wild Animals, Creepy Crawly, Dog & Cat, Bird, Fish,
Farmyard Animals and School Joke Books for Kids) Jokes for Kids are a wonderful, natural way for children to improve
their reading.

Chapter 9 : Sex Jokes â€“ Funny Jokes for Adults | Laugh Factory
Just the very structure of a joke can teach kids a great deal about storytelling. "Structure can set a child free," Mason
says. "All they need is 'Once upon a time ' and you will get an infinite number of funny stories from a child.".
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